Activating Immunity:
RIG-I agonists as next-gen immunotherapies
Caught in the act: The RIG-I innate
immune receptor bound to target RNA
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Scientific Leadership:
Unequalled combination of expertise in structural biology and immunology:

• Anna Marie Pyle, Ph.D. William Edward Gilbert Professor
of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology,
Professor of Chemistry, Yale University. Investigator,
Howard Hughes Medical Institute.
Dr. Pyle oversees structural biology, synthesis, biochemistry and
molecular design of RIG-I agonists

• Akiko Iwasaki, Ph.D. Waldemar Von Zedtwitz Professor of
Immunobiology and Professor of Molecular, Cellular and
Developmental Biology, Yale University. Investigator,
Howard Hughes Medical Institute.
Dr. Iwasaki oversees experimental immunology, virology and
immuno-oncology

Introduction to our Technology

• Activating the innate immune system within tumors is a promising new direction in
immunotherapy because it can be used against a broad spectrum of tumor subtypes
and it ensures that cells throughout the tumor microenvironment become sensitized,
resulting in attack and destruction by T cells.
• RIG-I is a particularly sensitive trigger of innate immune response in tumors, so
agonists of this receptor are promising immunotherapy agents.
• RIG-I is the major cellular sensor for responding to viral infection, so RIG-I agonists
can induce controlled antiviral responses and function as vaccine adjuvants.
• We have identified a unique class of RIG-I agonists called Stem Loop RNAs (SLRs) in
the course of our structural and mechanistic studies of RIG-I, and we are evaluating
their efficacy as immunotherapy and antiviral agents.
We are seeking commercial partners in order to continue the
pre-clinical studies and initiate clinical development of SLRs

Discovery 1: Clues from the crystal structure
Our studies have provided an unprecedented level of understanding of RIG-I structure
and function.
• We have established that the active RIG-I ligand is a short, triphosphorylated RNA
that can be chemically synthesized optimized as a lead compound.

We showed that RIG-I binds and
becomes activated by RNA
duplexes and Stem Loop RNAs
(SLRs), which behave as potent
agonists.
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Discovery 2: A cellular response to SLRs
Our stem-loop RNAs (SLRs) strongly activate RIG-I and stimulate robust IFN response in cells
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Discovery 3: SLRs induce IFN response in animals
Synthetic SLRs induce a massive IFN response in whole animals, with concomitant
induction of RIG-I specific cytokines.
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• SLRs stimulate unprecedented levels of IFN stimulation
• The effect requires the short RNA duplex and 5’-di or triphosphate
• Knockout and knockdown experiments indicate RIG-I specificity

Discovery 4: SLRs protect animals from viruses
Intranasal delivery of SLRs protects mice against infection by influenza virus

SLRs as immuno-oncology agents:
We are testing SLRS for antitumor and antimetastatic activity

We won a highly competitive award from the Blavatnik Foundation fund to develop
SLRs as antitumor agents:
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Expected result

1. Right flank tumor is targeted by killer T-cells, rapidly dies.
2. Dying tumor cells disperse, vaccinating animal against cancer.
3. Left flank tumor and metastases are eliminated.

Competition:
Overview of related technologies:
•
•

•

Cyclic dinucleotide (CDN) of the STING receptor. Example developer: Spring Bank
Pharmaceuticals. STING is not expressed in most tumor subtypes, and it elicits a weak
immune response relative to RIG-I.
Double-stranded RNA ligands (dsRNAs) for the RIG-I receptor. Example developer:
Rigontec Pharmaceuticals. Under development as antitumor agents. Unlike SLRs,
Rigontec’s leads are susceptible to dissociation and degradation. They are difficult to
prepare on large scale, and the IP overlaps with that of siRNA and ASO technologies.
Small molecule agonists of RIG-I. Example developer: Kineta Pharmaceuticals. These are
the products of phenotypic screening rather than direct RIG-I activation or binding assays.
MOA has not been characterized on a molecular level.

Advantages of SLR and RIG-I activation technologies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

RIG-I is broadly distributed and expressed in most tumors, making it an ideal target.
RIG-I activation induces ones of the most powerful immunostimulatory effects.
SLRs are well-defined, synthetic compounds that can be easily synthesized on large scale.
SLRs are the outgrowth of rigorous structural, mechanistic and immunological studies.
SLRs are significantly smaller than dsRNA agonists, and Yale has a distinct IP position.
SLRs are more potent and stable in-vivo than other RIG-I agonists

The Opportunity:

SLRs are the foundation for a new generation of immunotherapies
•
•
•
•

Broadly applicable immunotherapy and antitumor drugs
Vaccine adjuvants for enhancing antiviral vaccines
Antiviral drugs for treatment of acute infection
Viral protection against prospective infection and pandemic

Yale is actively seeking corporate partners, entrepreneurs, and
investors to develop SLRs as next-gen immunotherapies

